INTRODUCTION
The eukaryote transcriptome is composed of RNAs transcribed from almost any location in the genome (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Although most RNAs can be assigned to a single locus, some of them, called chimeras, are composed of exons from distinct genes and are therefore assigned to several loci (1, (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . In some cases, the loci are close to each other in the genome, suggesting that the chimera is generated by read-through transcription (1, 12) . In other instances, the loci are megabases apart or on different chromosomes, suggesting that the chimera is generated through genome rearrangements or trans-splicing (9, 22) . Although the possibility that some chimeras are the in vitro artifact of template switching by the reverse transcriptase cannot be totally ruled out (reverse transcriptase-free assays are much harder to perform) (25) , the recent evidence that some chimeras are translated corroborates their authenticity and motivated us to establish a systematic catalog of all chimeras (19) . Another reason to categorize chimeras is their association with cancer, when the transcriptome is notoriously more complex owing to a large number of genome rearrangements, mutations and alterations of the splicing machinery (26, 27) .
The best-characterized chimeric transcript example is the BCR-ABL1 fusion that is expressed strongly in chronic myelogenous leukemia (23, 24) . Indeed, this fusion is the target of the anticancer drug imatinib (28, 29) . Thus, the therapeutic relationship highlights the benefits that can be obtained from identifying chimeric transcripts in cancers and other diseases, both as potential drug targets and as diagnostic tools (30) (31) (32) .
Next-generation sequencing technology provides a great opportunity to identify chromosomal aberrations and novel fusion genes (14, 23, 24, 31, 33, 34) . Indeed, the TMPRSS2 and ETS fusion was identified in prostate cancer by RNA-sequencing and microarray data analysis (23, 24, 34) . Similarly, the EML4-ALK fusion gene was identified in non-small-cell lung cancer using a functional screening procedure (35, 36) . Short-read sequencing strategies were successfully applied to find fusion genes in prostate, lung and breast cancer cell lines (18, 23, 24, 34, 37, 38) . These are just a few examples where it has been possible to show how gene fusions are associated with solid tumor development, and more examples are likely to come.
We recently screened thousands of candidate chimeric transcripts using functional annotation, high-throughput RNA sequencing and mass spectrometry, and identified 175 chimeric RNAs and 12 novel chimeric proteins expressed in humans (19, 20) . Generally, chimeric transcripts are expressed weakly in normal tissues, although these chimeras tend to incorporate highly expressed parental genes (19) . Moreover, we presented evidence of chimeras that had lost certain functional domains and that might therefore actively compete with the functional wild-type proteins, producing dominant negative effects in cancers and other diseases (20) . Hence, the screening of the Expressed Sequence Tag (EST) databases and RNAsequence mapping may have certain advantages when attempting to identify novel chimeric transcripts in cancers, or in normal cells (39) .
An enormous effort has been made to catalog chimeric transcripts from the literature: the Mitelman database (40) and the Sanger cancer genome project (41) , including the COSMIC database (27, 42, 43) . GenBank (44) also provides a resource to identify candidate interchromosomal or intra-chromosomal chimeric transcripts from EST and mRNA data sets (13, 45, 46) . Several fundamental databases have been constructed to incorporate chimeric transcripts from different resources and using a variety of computational procedures: ChimerDB 2.0 (47), ChimerDB (48), HybridDB (49), TICdb (50) and dbCrid (51) . Although these databases have been very useful and supported the research in the area, none of them integrates EST or mRNA sequences and literature resources together with RNA-sequencing data, expression level and tissue specificity of chimeric transcripts in different tissues and organisms.
Our ChiTaRS database is designed to incorporate chimeric transcripts from three organisms (human, mouse and fruit fly (drosophila)), which helps to provide evidence of chimeras conserved in these organisms. The database was generated by performing a bioinformatics analysis of transcript sequences for the three organisms in GenBank (44) . The special features of ChiTaRS include the use of an algorithm optimized for the quick retrieval and search of 16 262 chimeric transcripts in the three organisms, using various search parameters. It includes an extensive coverage of recent publications and relevant databases that collate 1892 cancer breakpoints and read-through fusions, as well as manual verification of the entries. Moreover, the database incorporates evidence from RNA-seq reads that map 233 chimeric junction sites from multiple next-generation sequencing data sets for the three organisms, providing information regarding the level of expression and the tissue specificity of the entries. The download page includes all the entries and tables in the database, together with the RNA-seq and mass spectrometry data supporting the existence of these chimeras. ChiTaRS also enables the transcripts and their junction site to be visualized by SpliceGrapher (52), using the genome annotation for humans, mice and the fruit flies. Finally, the database has a unique feature to analyze the junction consistency, ranking the chimeras according to the evidence of the same junction site. This feature is advantageous to researchers seeking empirical confirmation of highly ranked chimeric transcripts. As a result, ChiTaRS represents the most extensive catalog of chimeric RNA transcripts in the human, mouse and fruit fly, which makes it particularly important that the data are presented in an easily understandable and user-friendly format.
RESULTS

Data sets of candidate chimeric transcripts
We have created a data set of chimeric transcripts using ESTs and mRNAs sequences for human [the UCSC reference genome (51-53): GRCh37/hg19], mouse (NCBI37/ mm9) and Drosophila (BDGP R5/dm3) from GenBank (44) . All sequences were aligned to the corresponding reference genomic sequences using the UCSC BLAT program (53, 54) . The sequence was considered a chimera whenever the first part aligned to one gene and the second to another gene located at least 750 kb away [the default maximum intron size in BLAT (54)]. For the alignments, identity was set at a minimum of 95%, and the minimum length was set at 50 nucleotides (nt). We allowed an overlap of up to 10nt between the two subparts of a chimera; therefore ChiTaRS also includes chimeric transcripts with short homologous sequences (46) . Furthermore, we did not put any constraint on the splices sites, hence ChiTaRS contains chimeras with either canonical or non canonical splice sites. In this way, 14 512 human, 10 550 mouse and 4084 fruit fly candidate chimeras were identified. The chimeric transcripts incorporating opposite strands of the same gene were removed to avoid fusion by cotranscription and intergenic splicing (CoTIS) (47, 48) . Moreover, the chimeric junction sites were characterized to distinguish between genuine chimeras and artifacts, as the junction in a chimera is typically around the exon-exon splice sites (45, 47) . Applying this filter, whereby candidate chimeric sequences were removed if the junction was situated >50 nt away from a known splice site, reduced the number of chimeric candidates to 9379, 4828 and 2055 in the human, mouse and fruit fly data sets, respectively. These candidate chimeras involved 7808, 5141 and 1784 unique genes from human, mouse and fruit fly, respectively. It is worth noting that this pipeline did not capture read-through fusions (1), as they involve genes located <750 kb away. The read-through chimeras that we included in the database were added separately, based on adequate published supporting evidence (see 'Full Collection & Search').
RNA-sequencing analysis of candidate chimeric transcripts
To assess the expression and validate the authenticity of the candidate chimeric transcripts, we screened RNA-seq data sets from the corresponding organism (19) .
For human candidate chimeras, we used the Human Body Map 2.0 data generated on the HiSeq 2000 by Illumina in 2010. This data set comprises 1097 million (M) reads of 75 nt derived from the sequencing of RNA from 16 different tissues. For the candidate drosophila chimeras, we used a data set of 22 M reads of 75 nt resulting from the sequencing of the ovarian cell line Kc167 (the RGASP competition, the modENCODE group). For the candidate drosophila chimeras, we used a data set of 22M reads of 75 nt resulting from the sequencing of the ovarian cell line Kc167 (the RGASP competition, the modENCODE group) (55) . Clearly, the depth (number of reads sequenced) and breadth (number of tissues sampled) of the sequencing differed between the data sets, which explains why the proportion of chimeras we confirmed was different for each organism: 192 for humans, 12 for mice, 29 for fruit flies (see 'Full Collection').
To ensure that a RNA-seq read could be unambiguously assigned to a chimera and not to another location in the genome, we followed a specific mapping protocol (19) . First, we mapped all RNA-seq reads to the reference genome and annotated exon junctions using the Grape RNAseq Analysis Pipeline Environment (GRAPE) (http://big.crg.cat/services/grape), and thereby removed any reads that could be linearly assigned to genomic regions. The remaining reads served as the set of putative chimeric reads and were mapped to our candidate chimeras. Selection of candidate chimeras required that an RNA-seq read map precisely to the chimeric junction, with at least six nucleotides on each side of the junction, with no more than three mismatches (32) . Finally, 192 human chimeric transcripts were confirmed by at least two RNA-seq reads covering the gene-gene junction site. Based on this RNA-sequencing analysis, the ChiTaRS database contains information regarding the number of reads across the chimera junction, its tissue specificity and the abundance of a given chimera in human tissues (see 'Full Collection & Search').
Cancer-associated chimeric transcripts
The human data set of chimeric transcripts includes chromosomal fusions found in cancers that we extracted from the TICdb (50), dbCrid (51), ChimerDB 2.0 (47) and Mitelman (56) databases. The chimeric transcripts collected in our database are the result of chromosomal translocations, insertions, deletions, inversions, ring chromosomes, derivatives and many others (see 'Breakpoints') (50, 51, 56) . The manual inspection of >7000 (3343 unique) articles was applied to confirm the correspondence between the fusion event, disease and the two genes incorporated into the chimeras. Thus, the ChiTaRS database is composed of 1892 fusions involving >1000 unique genes (see 'Breakpoints' and Figure 1 ) with cross-links to the chimeric ESTs. The database incorporates also the published read-through and trans-splicing fusions (1), which can be found explicitly under the 'Full Collection & Search' page (use a check-box for 'Published Fusions'). To the best of our knowledge, ChiTaRS is the first catalog that enables cross-referencing between chimeric transcripts found in GenBank (44), relevant Pubmed articles regarding putative breakpoints, the two genes involved and the 'chimeric' RNA-seq reads covering the chimeric junctions in a specific tissue or a cell type. For example, there is a chromosomal translocation t(10;11)(p13;q14), which creates a fusion between the PICALM and MLLT10 genes, characteristic of hematological malignancies. The translocation described corresponds to the chimeric transcript found in our database, ESTid = 'EF051633'. Interestingly, searching ChiTaRS with this chimeric RNA transcript revealed that this chimera was also expressed in a female patient with chronic obstructive lung disease, according to the Human Body Map 2.0 data, with the expression level of 0.33 reads per kilobase per million reads (RPKM) (1-2 transcript per cell in average) (see 'Breakpoints' and Figure 1 ).
Features of the ChiTaRS database
The search options The ChiTaRS database is accessible at its home page: http://chitars.bioinfo.cnio.es. The search (see the 'Full Collection & Search' page and Figure 2 ) can be performed using ESTid ('ChimeraID'), the names of the genes participating in the chimeras ('Gene Name', e.g. LMNA, DDX5), a sequence identity score ('Identity', e.g. 100, 95), a tissue type ('Tissue Name', e.g. lung), gene synonyms ('Gene Synonym') or a keyword ('Keyword', e.g. RARA). The 'Full Collection' can be obtained using the 'Full Collection' option and clicking on 'Search'. All 16 262 entries in the databases for human, mouse and fruit fly are listed together (Figure 2) .
The search results page shows all the relevant instances associated with the chimeric transcripts available, the RNA-seq data of the mapping to the chimeric junction site (19) , the level of transcript expression and the cancer breakpoints (see 'pop-ups' windows clicking on the 'RNA-seq' column in the 'Full Collection' and Figure 2 ). It contains detailed information about the identifier and the link to the corresponding GenBank entry, the junction site, the gene names and the identity of the two genes incorporated into the chimera. The chimeras can be visualized through as splice graphs (see description given later in the text). Together with the two genes and the disease information, the table of fusion transcripts includes general links to relevant resources, such as the Entrez Gene, GenBank (44), the Mitelman database (56), TICdb (50), dbCrid (51) and PubMed references. The search results can be saved as a tab-delimited text file using the 'Get Results as Text' button (up to 100 sequences).
In addition, 'Junction Search' provides the option to screen through the list of RNA-seq reads found at the chimeras' junction sites (19) to identify putative junction sites in novel sequences provided by a user. The 'Junction Search' is available for all three organisms in the database, and both the transcript sequence and the GenBank accession number can be used as inputs. The search is an automatic procedure that identifies a junction site in the transcript entered by a user and that aligns the previously found 'chimeric' RNA-seq reads to this junction site. This special feature of ChiTaRS allows users to identify to what extent their chimeric transcripts are similar to those for which there is RNA-seq data in the database. It is essential for scientists to be able to analyze their chimeras in the complex setting of a large high-throughput data set and with multiple sequences. In the 'Downloads' section, we provide all the unmapped reads for the different RNA-seq data sets for three organisms. These data sets enable users to search for the junction coverage among other available chimeric transcripts in the different databases.
Unique gene names
The distinct aliases used for unique gene names represent one of the main problems when dealing with different ) . The search can be performed using ESTid ('ChimeraID'), the names of the genes participating in the chimeras ('Gene Name', e.g. LMNA, DDX5), a sequence identity score ('Identity', e.g. 100, 95), a tissue type ('Tissue Name', e.g. lung), gene synonyms ('Gene Synonym') or a keyword ('Keyword', e.g. RARA). The RNA-sequencing results and the breakpoints can be extracted by clicking on the corresponding check-boxes and then 'Search'. 1') , presented by SpliceGrapher, with a consistent junction awarded a ranking of 5. This figure depicts the known splicing patterns for the two genes involved (middle two panels) in the chimera along with the 15 ESTs found in the ChiTaRS database that provide evidence for the chimera (top and bottom panels). Exons that participate in the chimera are highlighted in dark grey, and the location of the chimeric junction is highlighted in red. To score the junction consistency, we selected all 15 chimeras mapping to this gene pair. For each chimera, we have at our disposal the genomic location of its junction: end (gene 1) and start (gene 2). We calculated a distance between all pairs of chimeras based on ) gene, protein and transcript databases, which may represent a source of duplication in the databases. In ChiTaRS, we use a specific table to map the synonymous gene names to a unique record, using the NCBI Entrez gene name as a key. We have currently performed four updates to the ChiTaRS database after manual verification of the entries and cancer breakpoints. Each update is verified automatically for the synonymous gene name so that it is unique for both genes incorporated into the chimeras. Thus, all entries currently appearing in ChiTaRS have unified gene names, and as a result, searches can be performed based on gene names and synonyms (under 'Full Collection & Search', Figure 2 ).
Ranking of chimeric junction consistency
One of the key novelties of our database is the calculation and ranking of chimeric junction consistency. The ChiTaRS database contains transcripts that are chimeras of two genes, and in some cases, there is evidence these two genes may participate in many chimeras. The junction consistency ranking is a measure of how many times the same junction between the same genes has been found in chimeric transcripts. Thus, if the junction site is at the same genomic location of two genes incorporated in chimeras with a difference of no more than 1000 nt (an empirical number, can be changed in the 'Search' options), the junction rank is high (for more details, see Figure 3 ). The junction consistency in ChiTaRS is a particularly important experimental feature that may be of interest to verify the existence of highly ranked chimeras in cells by polymerase chain recation, reverse transcriptase-quantitative polymerase chain reaction or other techniques, thereby reducing the chance of dealing with chimeras that are mere artifacts.
Visualization of chimeras by SpliceGrapher
A bonus feature of ChiTaRS is the visualization of chimeric transcripts, and their genomic context, including the junction site. The visualization figures were produced using the SpliceGrapher package, which was designed to predict splice graphs for a gene by combining evidence from RNA-Seq data, annotated gene models and EST alignments (52) . To produce splice graphs for chimeras, we first used GMAP (57) to align all available chimeric sequences to their reference genome (Homo sapiens version GGRCh37.63, Drosophila melanogaster version BDGP R5/dm3 and Mus musculus version NCBI37/ mm9), and subsequently, SpliceGrapher was used to convert the resulting alignments into splice graphs (52) . Finally, we used SpliceGrapher's visualization modules to integrate the ESTs and gene models into figures that illustrate chimeric splicing. Each figure shows how the ESTs align across two genes, making it possible to envisage the potential transcripts that could arise from each chimera (Figure 3) .
The human and mouse chimeras
The ChiTaRS database provides evidence of chimeric transcripts and their mapping by the RNA-seq reads from three higher eukaryotes: human, mouse and fruit fly. The database is very robust and allows investigating the transcripts that incorporate the same orthologous genes in different organisms. An interesting example is the human chimera, ChimeraID = 'AW882230', and mouse chimera, ChimeraID = 'CF577921'. These chimeras both incorporate the PTMS gene (parathymosin, which may mediate the immune function) and are confirmed by RNA-seq reads in each organism. Therefore, these RNA-seq data support that the ability to form chimeras is a conserved feature of genomic loci. ChiTaRS takes the first step in exploring this premise because one of its main future goals is related to the study of the evolution of chimeric transcripts.
The 'Contact Us' webpage
The 'Contact Us' page describes a way to submit new chimeras and fusion transcripts, which have been detected by other groups, published, or found using alternative software or data sets. All requests to include data in the ChiTaRS database will be inspected and verified manually before uploading.
Downloads
The ChiTaRS database not only provides extended 'Search' options, but also offers the possibility to download all the database tables and the data sets in a very user-friendly manner. The full human, mouse and fruit fly collections include information about the two genes incorporated into the chimeras, the sequence identity and the positions of the junction sites. In addition, the freely available RNA-seq results, all the unmapped RNA-seq reads and mass spectrometry results are downloadable for each organism. For easy access to the most important fusions, we produced separate files for the published fusions (1) as well as the fusions identified in a prostate cancer by high-throughput RNA sequencing (23, 24) . Figure 3 . Continued these coordinates. The distance simply corresponds to the difference between the two starts of gene 1 and the difference between the two ends of gene 2. Then we selected the chimera with shortest distance to all others as the reference chimera. If another chimera of the same gene 1 and gene 2 had a distance of <1000 nt to the reference chimera, we decided that the junction is consistent and incremented the rank by 1. In the special case where two chimeras had strictly the same mapping positions, we selected only one, assuming that the duplication could be due to artifacts. In the example from the figure, the reference chimera is EU216071.1. Twelve chimeric ESTs among 15 (except chimeras 'AM491361.1', 'AF113911.1', 'M19730.1') are consistent with the junction site of EU216071.1; the rank of these 12 chimeras is 5. The junction consistency and rank may show that potential breakpoints are not artifacts, and indeed, the BCR and ABL1 chimeras have a breakpoint for the Philadelphia translocation t(9;22)(q34;q11) in chronic myelogenous leukemia.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
ChiTaRS is an extended database of chimeric transcripts selected from GenBank from three organisms: human, mouse and fruit fly. The database features, such as the junction consistency and the ranking, allow rapid discovery of genes from different chimeras and of chimeras that share the same junction site. In addition, the chimeras derived from the three organisms provide an evolutionary tool to study chimeric transcripts across different organisms that involve the same genes. The RNA-Seq data should serve as a basis for further experimental confirmation of candidate chimeric transcripts. Moreover, the expression level of transcripts, as obtained from RNA-seq reads in different organisms and tissues, offers important information regarding the expression of chimeric transcripts, in particular, tissue specificity and function. Our ChiTaRS database is already of great use for experimental and evolutionary studies of chimeric transcripts, and for the annotation of chimeras in the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) project studing Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) project [in collaboration with the ICGC consortium (26, 58) ].
In summary, the ChiTaRS database encompasses all chimeric transcripts confirmed in humans and potentially translated into chimeric proteins (19) . Our prediction is that the functions of chimeric proteins are substantially different from those of the original native proteins. Indeed, chimeric proteins sometimes contain different protein domains (20) , or they are found in distinct cellular compartments or specific tissues associated with disease or cancer. We intend to continue expanding and annotating the ChiTaRS database with chimeric transcripts confirmed by RNA-seq reads and through the existence of the corresponding chimeric proteins, the latter preferably confirmed by mass spectrometry experiments. Our database should prove useful to biologists characterizing normal and cancer-associated chimeric transcripts and their corresponding proteins, and more generally, to researchers interested in gene expression and evolution, both physiological and pathological.
